Large-volume mesh model faces challenge in rendering, storing, and transmission due to large size of polygon data. Mesh simplification is one of solutions to reduce the data size. This paper presents a mesh simplification method based on feature extraction with curvature estimation to triangle mesh. The simplified topology preserves good geometrical features in the area with distinct features, that is, coarse simplified mesh in the flat region and fine simplified mesh around the areas of crease and corner. Sequence of mesh simplification is controlled on the basis of geometrical feature sensitivity, which results in reasonable simplification topology with less data size. This algorithm can decrease the size of the file by largely simplifying flat areas and preserving the geometric feature as well.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, product design based on reverse engineering is popularly due to the fast development of threedimension (3D) measurement technology like 3D laser or CMM (coordinate-measuring machine) scanning systems. Measured representation of a 3D model is usually described in a million triangle mesh data. On the other hand, in traditional computer-aided design (CAD) modeling systems, high-level geometric primitive surfaces initially defined by versatile modeling operations like extrusion, constructive solid geometry and freeform deformations are usually be tessellated into lowest common form of polygonal mesh for display rendering. Complex triangle meshes face challenge in real-time rendering performance, storage capacities and transmission. In order to effectively operate complex mesh, typically triangular meshes, mesh simplification has emerged to dispatch meshes from a complex level to a simplified level (Li et al., 2005) .
In recent years, automatic simplification to highly detailed mesh model has received increasing attention in the research field such as real-time rending of large-scale *Corresponding author. E-mail: wanglr97@hotmail.com Tel: +86-755-86392143.
terrain, surface reconstruction in reverse engineering and rapid prototyping. Several kinds of simplification algorithms such as vertex or triangle decimation to remove vertices or triangle and re-triangulating the surrounding mesh, vertex clustering to condense vertices in certain cell into one vertex, vertex pair contraction and iterative edge contraction have been studied since the 1990s. Iterative edge collapse is a kind of simplification approach that tries to preserves volume geometric properties by collapse control. Progress mesh (PM) representation is a kind of iterative edge collapse based mesh simplification method developed by Hoppe (1996) , in which an energy function to describe the complexity and fidelity of mesh is used to track simplification quality. This method requires many vertex distance evaluations and it reduces the computational speed. Other edge contraction based simplification, such as quadric error metrics (QEM) based simplification algorithm proposed by Garland (1997) , use QEM to choose the edge to be simplified and the new vertex after contraction. Recent years some new mesh simplifications are developed. introduce a kind of simplification of surface mesh using Hausdorff envelope, in which two tolerance areas defined by an approximation of Hausdorff distance in percentage of the minimal bounding box size of the initial surface mesh are used to control mesh simplification and optimization in order to preserve the geometry of the surface. A mesh optimization algorithm based on neural network of Growing Neural Gas mode is presented to obtain a simplified set of vertices representing the best approximation of 3D object in (Noguera et al., 2009 ). Tang et al. (2007) develope a mesh simplification algorithm based on surface moments and volume moments defined to the original mesh to simplify mesh in an edge collapse scheme. Boubekeur and Alexa (2009) introduced a fast simplification algorithm based on stochastic vertex sampling. The stochastic sampling depends on local feature estimator of normal information, and mesh simplification starts from selecting vertices and re-indexing triangles to be clustered. Nate and Jihad (2010) proposed a novel top-down mesh simplification approach, in which simplification is carried out by a series of carving operation of iteratively removing tetrahedral to topological complex mesh. González et al. (2009) present a user-assisted mesh simplification method applied to triangle mesh converted from CAD models. This mesh simplification can be conducted to the whole models with a single level of detail, and some simplified parts can be modified or refined furtherly in different levels of detail according to user's demanding.
In this paper, feature extraction based mesh simplification is investigated. During simplification, edgeweight based on edge-collapse simplification is carried out, which is more efficient than energy minimization based on optimization mesh algorithm in PM introduced by Hoppe (1996) . An algorithm to control simplification sequence is defined by an edge-weight using average curvature. As a result, less simplification is carried out on the surface part near to the sharp geometrical feature like corner; and the surface part without distinguished geometrical feature like flat surface will be largely simplified with large-scale mesh. This way, the geometrical feature can be preserved by ordering control of edge-collapse.
GEOMETRICAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
The estimating intrinsic geometric feature of polygonal mesh is an important stage in laser range scanning, scientific computing, computer vision, medical imaging and so on. There are two classified groups to extract geometric feature from polygonal mesh, volumetric-based method to utilize global characteristics of 3D object and boundary-based method to describe an abject based on distinct local properties of its boundary and their relationship. In boundary-based methods, curvature range image data. Comparison of Gaussian and mean estimation is important to features recognition, segmentation and registration to polygonal mesh. Great effort had been invested in computing curvature from realcurvature estimation methods on triangular mesh are investigated by Magid et al. (2007) . A curvature Wang et al. 99 estimation scheme for triangle meshes using biquadratic Bezier patche demonstrates to be good at dealing with irregular shape presented in Razdan and Bae (2005) . In the computer vision literature, one can find some approaches for depth images that can handle features correctly and extract the feature lines. Guy and Medioni (1997) extract surfaces, feature lines and feature junctions from noisy point clouds, and space around the point cloud is discretized into volume grid. Gumhold et al. (2001) adopted the algorithm used by Guy and Medioni (1997) but avoided the discretization into a volume grid, in order to allow efficient handling of non-uniformly sampled point clouds. Kodani et al. (2003 Kodani et al. ( , 2004 investigated a method to select only points located on feature lines after classifying all points on feature lines like edges and tips appearing on smooth surface. The average curvature estimation presented in Kodani et al. (2003 Kodani et al. ( , 2004 ) was adopted by Wang et al. (2008) to extract feature point. In this research, the extraction of feature point is carried out on the basis of average curvature estimation.
In cloud point of a mesh, for each data point i p , a set i N of neighbor data points are gathered from its neighboring graph. The number of neighbor points depends on the point density and noise level of the dataset. The following two quantities are extracted from the set of neighboring points: 
MESH SIMPLIFICATION
Geometrically, triangle mesh consists of a set of vertices. A set of triangles can be used to describe a piecewise linear surface by connecting subset of the vertices together in an order. In this research, edge collapse transformations are carried out on the initial mesh n M , and a coarser approximation of 0 M is obtained after N operations of simplification, as described as Sequence of edge collapse transformation, validity check of collapse transformation and curvature control are important influences on quality of the simplified approximating meshes in order to keep typical topology features of the original model and to achieve acceptable approximations as required. Edge collapse may potentially introduce undesirable inconsistency, degeneracy into the mesh, like holes or degenerated lines or vertex. As shown in Figure 3 , the simplification result is very bad if there is no any simplification control during simplification (see comparison with Figure 5 (a) .
In this research, sequence of edge collapse algorithms are investigated by random and edge weight methods. Edge weight based simplification is to define a weight to each edge, and the edge with the smallest weight will be collapsed firstly. Edge weight is defined as: ( ecol(vs vs , ,vt vt , , vs vs' ' ) ) Three different validity checks are carried out: normal direction check, sliver triangle check and non-manifold edge control. As show in Figure 4 , after edge collapse, the triangle with red side folds over onto itself, and the normal direction is inversed. This will result in a crease on the simplified model, regarded as flipped face. Sliver triangle control is conducted by check criteria of Figure 2 . In this research, the faces adjacent to discontinuous boundary are prohibited to involve in edge collapse. Moreover, after one edge-collapse, a edge-collapse sequence algorithm is investigated, in which vertex sequence is updated by the added new vertex and edge weight defined in Equation (6). This collapse can be cancelled if the validity check is not passed. The simplification process is terminated under condition of simplification ratio,
, where N and m N are the number of triangle mesh in the original model and after edge collapse, respectively. During simplification procedure, the calculated simplification ratio is compared with a given initial ratio defined by user. If it is smaller than the given ratio, the simplification procedure continuous, or the simplification procedure ends. In some cases, if no candidate edge to be collapsed under the initial simplification control parameter is found, the simplification is terminated, even though the simplification ratio did not reach the initial value.
CASE STUDY
A GUI (graphics user interface) of mesh simplification and refinement has been developed based on C++. In the following example, sliver triangle control parameter of Q is set to 0.5, and the change region of normal direction is within 60°. Figure 5 (b) illustrates the simplified models of Stanford Bunny by using the presented feature sensitivity simplification algorithm. It shows that the mesh on the flat area is largely simplified, such as the area of belly. On the other side, the mesh in the region with a small curvature, such as the areas of ears, is not significantly simplified, and the geometric topology in these areas is preserved. Figure 5 accurate topology in the area with small curvature than the uniform mesh algorithm in RAPIDFORM. Figure 6 illustrates the simplified result of another example of a cow model. The areas with distinct feature in horn, eyes, leg and tail demonstrate highly preserved topology than the simplified model by RAPIDFORM. But the body parts are too coarse to reflect the original geometry. More effort will be done to balance the simplifications in the areas with different curvature.
Conclusions
This research investigates a geometric topology preserved mesh simplification algorithm for large-scale triangle mesh model. The presented mesh simplification approach can help to reduce the simplified model size at a large-scale keeping geometrical feature under the edge-weight based simplification sequence control. A coarse mesh model can be obtained by mesh simplification, which can reduce disk and memory requirements and speed up visualization and transmission. Moreover, this research can also be applied into 3D streaming technology for web based collaborative product development, real-time rending, rapid prototyping and more. Further improvement will be carried out to control simplifications around the area near geometrical feature, and to improve the smooth topology between flat and feature areas.
